
Message from SIRIUS 08.08 2022
The Lion’s Principle

We greet you Children of Light. We bring the Light of Sirius at the time of
this alignment.
We greet you with the Light of eternity shining evermore from The One
Source; the center of all that is.
All wisdom, and thus, the life giving essence of the Cosmos emanates from
one eternal source, shining over all; enriching creation itself so it can further
evolve, unhindered by the veil of the night.

Your world is also in the process of ridding itself of the veil of illusion, for you
are all holding this One Light, embodying it on your physical sphere. Know
that this phase could not have materialized if all of you were not incarnated
on the Earth, for only the inhabitants of a planet can decide in which
direction the whole ecosphere goes.

You were all blinded by the veil upon entry into this realm, but since you
have made contracts with your higher guidance, we have come in to remind
you graciously of who you are:

And now you can step into your role of a Lighthouse. You are the beacons of
light that bring forth and anchor this Source Creative Energy. You bring it in,
then you translate it through your physical body into codes that are
understandable for the local population.

If you were not here to receive and convert these cosmic rays, then the
earth bound humans would be experiencing great chaos, for they would be
pushed out of the reality that they are so used to, without any
comprehensible guidance to hold their hand during this process.
This is why you are here. To hold space for all, to be this shining example of
what is possible for the human race.

The only way to step into this divine role, is to be your true authentic self, at
all times. It doesn't cut it anymore to be this person who is living two lives;
living a 3D ordinary life whenever you are around people who are stuck in
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the lower dimensions, then when you are alone you permit yourself to be
more of who you are.
The resistance that many of you are experiencing, is due to you living from
the perspective of a false identity.

The only remedy for this situation is to truly accept yourself, with all your
uniqueness traits and gifts. Be uniquely you under all circumstances, no
longer being afraid of what the so-called “others” may think of you.
Being your true authentic self is the most beneficial thing that you can do for
yourself and all others. Be a shining example, for they as well are bound by
the fear of rejection and judgments.
Know that all of these energies come from the perspective of the Ego mind,
and as you all know, you are moving into the higher dimensions, the plain of
existence where the Ego mind has no place.

Your Ego was a valuable friend in the lower dimensions, for it assisted you in
navigating that reality, but as you are all moving forward you will need to
find a new friend who can assist you in navigating this new reality; and this
friend is your Higher Self.
From this eternal perspective of unconditional love and endless potential,
you will truly be able to navigate all of the events that these times can throw
at you, you only need to let go of the control freak, the Ego mind, and fully
embrace your Higher Self.

But how can you do that? Each day be present and observe yourself, and
recognize whenever you are telling a lie to someone else or yourself, with
the purpose of creating a false sense of security.
Remember, your Higher Self can never lie, for it is Truth of the highest.

May this mantra assist you in the coming weeks to anchor more of your true
divine self:
I accept and receive all higher guidance which is there for my highest good.
I am done rejecting my true authentic self.
I am done rejecting all of the healing and love that I receive on a daily basis.
I am done permitting myself to slip back into old destructive habits.
I NOW fully embrace my true authentic self!
It is done, and so it is.
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With that we leave you Children of Light,
A’ho Blessings.
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